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Press release

FOR IMMEDIATE USE

IAN BLACKFORD, JOANNA CHERRY AND PETER WISHART MAJOR TARGETS FOR A 
TACTICAL VOTE CAMPAIGN

A MAJOR tactical voting campaign in Scotland has revealed that Ian Blackford, Joanna Cherry 
and Peter Wishart are their main targets in the General Election.

In the 2017 General Election, former SNP leader Alex Salmond and former SNP Westminster 
leader Angus Robertson were ousted from their seats by tactical voting.

A further 19 SNP MPs were also given their marching orders.

The campaign is being spearheaded by the Unionist Tactical Vote Campaign Ltd under the logo
The Scottish Pro-UK Movement.

A UTVC spokesman said: “In 2017 the SNP lost 21 MPs including big beasts such as Alex
Salmond and Angus Robertson when unionists voters were urged to tactical vote to 
unseat them.

“This time we are urging no voters to send a direct message to Nicola Sturgeon that they
reject her constant calls for another Scexit referendum by rejecting and ejecting Ian 
Blackford, Joanna Cherry and Peter Wishat from their seats.

“This is, however, only the first of the major targets of the campaign as later in the 
election period the campaign will be revealing its second target list.

“In Ian Blackford’s Ross, Lochaber and Skye seat, we are urging all unionist and no 
voters to back Lib Dem candidate Craig Harrow. To lose one Westminster SNP leader 
Angus Robertson and then lose his replacement two years later will be a major 
humiliation for the SNP and Nicola Sturgeon.”

The campaign is releasing the official Tactical Vote Wheel across social media today. The 
campaign is being supported by the pro-UK social media groups which have a massive reach 
on social media platforms.
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EDITOR’S NOTES: UTVC has hired i-marketing & Pr as its official spokesman. All media 
contacts should be directed to Phil Doherty. He can be reached on 0191 4401771 or via his 
personal email phil.doherty49@gmail.com for a quick reply.
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